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1 Introduction

Control Techniques’ drives have been used for many years in cranes of all types. Our AC and 
DC product ranges are both applicable. DC drives are often used in crane modernisation 
projects. AC drives are used in new and retrofit crane applications. This guide is intended to 
provide a mechanism to share the knowledge required to understand the control, automation 
and power requirements of the drive systems used within cranes and to introduce the 
vocabulary that is used within the port crane industry to allow us to talk to and understand the 
requirements of potential customers.

Control Techniques’ high performance products coupled with the vast technical knowledge 
contained within our Drive Centre network, with the ability to offer local service, provides us 
with a competitive advantage in the port crane segment. Innovations such as RIS.GA. help 
to broaden our appeal and sustain our advantage. RIS.GA. uses Unidrive SP to reduce energy 
consumption of diesel powered cranes by an average of 20%. Recognising the advantages we 
can offer, port cranes are now an area of focus for future growth. Control Techniques crane 
automation systems and support services are designed to achieve the following customer 
benefits:

	 ➜ Ensure a fast turn-around of containers, bulk cargo or freight by optimising the loading/ 
  unloading cycles

	 ➜ Ensure performance, availability and reliability of the crane through the use of reliable,  
  modular drive systems

	 ➜ Assist the operator with driving the crane through intelligent automation

	 ➜ Help the engineering staff to resolve and analyse faults with customised SCADA  
  implementation

	 ➜ Provide assistance with preventive maintenance programs 

	 ➜ Provide responsive 24 hour support services 
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2 The port

Ports are facilities for receiving ships and transferring their cargo which are located at the edge 
of an ocean, sea, river, or lake. Ports usually have cargo-handling equipment such as quay 
cranes and yard cranes for use in the loading/unloading of ships. The term “seaport” is used for 
ports that handle ocean-going vessels, and “river port” is used for river traffic such as barges 
and other shallow draft vessels. 

There are various types of port:

	 ➜ Commercial/industrial ports (sea and river)

	 ➜ Tourist ports 

	 ➜ Ports serving as shipyards

This document focuses on commercial/industrial ports and the equipment required to operate 
them.

2.1 Commercial/industrial ports

Commercial or industrial ports are the land-sea interface in complex global supply chains where 
containers, bulk materials and liquids are handled.

The systems and equipment required within each port is dependant upon the geographical 
location and the types of goods that are handled.

Figure 1 Industrial port
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2.1.1 Container terminals

A container terminal is a facility where cargo containers are moved between different transport 
methods, for onward transportation. The movement may be between ships and land vehicles, 
for example trains or trucks, thus the terminal is described as a “maritime container terminal”. 

In countries with large rivers (Holland, Germany, France, the UK), these complexes are located 
next to the river and are reached by large barges that transport the goods and containers from 
the large sea ports. Therefore the terminal is described as a “river container terminal”.

The yards in the container terminals are organised into “holds” and “bays” where the containers 
are positioned according to their final destination and the type of load. Maritime container 
terminals usually also provide storage facilities for loaded, empty and refrigerated containers. 

Some container terminals are defined as “transhipment hubs” because they specialise in 
receiving large ships (mother vessels) operating on transoceanic routes, and redistribute their 
loads onto smaller craft called “feeders” bound for regional ports.

Figure 2 Container terminal
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2.1.2 Bulk terminals

A bulk terminal or multi-purpose terminal handles and stores a wide variety of bulk products like 
carbon, cement, cereals, coal, cokes, salt, dry minerals and fertilizers.

Figure 3 Bulk terminal

2.1.3 Shipyards

Shipyards are places where ships are built, repaired or scrapped. Facilities that build large ships 
have overhead cranes as well as other cranes of various types and capacities that are used in the 
assembly of the hull and the fitting of components.

Figure 4 Shipyard
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2.1.4 Intermodal port

An intermodal port serves as an interchange between the various transport and storage 
operators in the world of freight transport, such as international road haulage, rail transport 
and national freight distribution. For this purpose, intermodal ports are normally located on 
the edge of large cities and are equipped with container terminals, rail terminals for both 
normal freight and freight handling equipment, and warehouses for refrigerated and normal 
freight for delivery to the nearby cities. 

Figure 5 Intermodal port
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3 The ship

Various kinds of ships call into commercial ports, these can generally be categorised as:

	 ➜ Container ships

	 ➜ Bulk ships

	 ➜ Cargo ships

3.1 Container ships

Container ships are ships whose entire load consists of containers. Known as “cellular ships”, 
these ships transport a large portion of goods that make up international trade. The definition 
of “cellular ships” is derived from the cell-like shape of the spaces reserved for the containers. 
The longest and most important routes between the main ports are served by large ships while 
smaller container ships serve smaller ports and are used to consolidate and redistribute the 
cargo from the larger ships and the larger ports (transhipment ports).

Figure 6 Container ship

3.2 Bulk ships

Bulk ships are capable of transporting non-liquid loads that are not stored in containers or on 
pallets. Almost all these ships have a single deck (the main deck). The largest are called “cape-
size” vessels with a capacity of over 80,000 t. Due to their size they cannot transit the Panama 
Canal and therefore have to pass around Cape Horn, hence their name. 

Smaller ships, called “handysize” vessels are bulk ships with a loading capacity of between 
25,000 and 60,000 t. 

Figure 7 Bulk ship
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3.3 Cargo ships

Cargo ships are ships of any shape or size that transport various kinds of freight between ports. 
When the ships have a second deck below the main deck, they are called twin-deckers. In this 
case they are more suitable for the transport of a mixed cargo (such as crates, wood, parts of 
machinery, etc.) because the twin deck enables them to make better use of space.

Cargo ships are usually equipped with loading equipment (cranes or derricks) as they serve 
ports that may be poorly equipped but must be able to perform loading and unloading 
operations.

Figure 8 Cargo ship

3.4 Classes of ship

A common method of classifying the size of ships is by their ability to pass through the Panama 
Canal which allows ships to travel from the Atlantic to the Pacific Ocean and vice versa without 
having to round Cape Horn.

Each type of ship belongs to a specific class:

	 ➜ Panamax 

  Panamax Ships have a transport capacity of between 50,000 and 79,000 t and  
  maximum width of 32.2 metres, allowing them to transit through the Panama Canal. 

  Container ships of this class can transport up to 4,000 containers stowed in 13 rows.

Figure 9 Panamax container ship
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	 ➜ Post-Panamax

  Post-Panamax ships have a transport capacity of between 80,000 and 110,000 t.  
  Their size prevents them travelling through the locks of the Panama Canal. 

  Container ships of this class can transport up to 9,000 containers stowed in 18 rows.

Figure 10 Post-Panamax container ship 

	 ➜ Super Post-Panamax

  Super Post-Panamax ships have a transport capacity of more than 150,000 t.

  Container ships of this class can transport up to 11,000 containers typically stowed  
  in 24 rows.

Figure 11 Super Post-Panamax ship

4 Port cranes

The transportation of loads in ports, terminals and shipyards requires high performance cranes 
that operate with high availability, reliability, precision and safety. The various types of dock 
cranes can be divided into three main groups: 

	 ➜ Container cranes

	 ➜ Bulk materials handling cranes 

	 ➜ Shipyard cranes. 

Each crane group can then be further divided into: 

	 ➜ Quay cranes 

	 ➜ Yard cranes

Quay cranes are used for loading and unloading ships while yard cranes are used for moving 
loads inside the port.
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4.1 Container cranes

Container cranes (also known as container handling gantry cranes) are divided into two 
categories, quay and yard cranes. 

	 ➜ Quay cranes such as Ship-to-Shore gantry cranes (STS) and Mobile Harbour Cranes 
  (MHC) are used to transport containers between ships and the handling yard or vice versa. 

	 ➜ Yard cranes like Rubber Tyre Gantry (RTG), Rail Mounted Gantry (RMG) and Straddle  
  Carriers (SC) work within terminal yards, where they stack containers for storage and  
  load or unload containers on to trucks or trains. 

4.1.1 Ship To Shore gantry cranes (STS)

This is a type of large dockside gantry crane found at container terminals for loading and 
unloading shipping containers from container ships. 

Figure 12 Ship-to-Shore (STS) gantry crane

STS container cranes can traverse the length of a quay or yard on rails.  These cranes use a spreader 
to pick up the containers, the spreader is lowered down on top of the container and locks on to the 
container’s four corner points using a “twistlock” mechanism. Cranes normally transport a single 
container at once, however, some newer cranes have the capability to pick up two 20ft containers 
at once. A comprehensive mechanical and electrical system is used to monitor the status of the 
twistlock mechanism to ensure safe operation and to indicate when the container has “landed”.

Figure 13 Spreader A mechanical and/or electronic anti-sway system 
is frequently installed to reduce the swing of the 
spreader. The spreader can also be skewed a little 
bit to expedite container positioning.
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There are two common types of STS gantry cranes:

	 ➜ High profile cranes: these have a hinged boom at the waters edge which is lifted to  
  clear the ships for navigation 

	 ➜ Low profile cranes: these have a boom that is extended over the ship to allow the trolley  
  to load and discharge containers. Low profile cranes are used where they may be in the  
  flight path of aircraft such as where a container terminal is located close to an airport.

Figure 14 Low profile STS gantry crane

STS container cranes are generally classified by their lifting capacity, and the size of the 
container ships they can load and unload.

	 ➜ Panamax STS crane

  A “Panamax” crane can fully load and unload containers from a container ship capable  
  of passing through the Panama Canal (ships of 12 to 13 container rows wide). 

	 ➜ Post Panamax STS crane

  A “Post-Panamax” crane can fully load and unload containers from a container ship too  
  large to pass through the Panama Canal (about 18 container rows wide). 

	 ➜ Super-Post Panamax STS crane

  The largest modern container cranes are classified as “Super-Post Panamax” (for vessels  
  of about 22 or more container rows wide). A modern container crane capable of lifting  
  two 20ft containers at once will generally have a rated lifting capacity of 65 t from  
  under the spreader. Some new cranes have now been built with a load capacity of 120 t 
  enabling them to lift up to four 20ft or two 40ft long containers. 
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Machinery on trolley

The main and boom hoist mechanisms are mounted inside a weather proof machinery house 
which is installed on the trolley. 

Where moderate trolley speeds are required, these can be self propelled.

Full rope machinery

The main hoist, trolley drive and boom hoist mechanisms are mounted inside the machinery 
house, installed on a girder.

A rope towed trolley allows higher speeds and acceleration rates, eliminating the risk of wheel 
slippage and minimize wheel and rail wear.
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Table 1 STS cranes performances data

Panamax Post Panamax Super Post Panamax

Rows on ship 13 18-20 22-24

Lifted load 40-45 t 45-60 t 50-80 t

Outreach 30-40 m 45-55 m 60-65 m

Hoist speed 60/120 m/min 60/120 - 75/150 m/min 75/150 - 90/180 m/min

Hoist motors1 200-400kW 400-600kW 660-800kW

Hoist overload 180% 180% 180%

Trolley speed 150-180 m/min 180 m/min 180- 210-240 m/min

Trolley motors3 22-30kW 37-55kW 55-75kW

Full rope trolley 1x220kW 1x300kW

Trolley overload 170% 170-200% 170-200%

Gantry speed 45 m/min 45 m/min 45 m/min

Gantry motors4 22kW 22-25kW 30-37kW

Gantry overload 170% 170-200% 170-200%

Boom motor2 75-90kW 110-160kW 300-500kW

Boom overload 180% 180% 180%

1 Hoist = 2 motors in closed loop with two Active Front End (AFE) drives in constant power control 
2 Boom = 1 motor in closed loop with AFE drive in constant power control 
3 Trolley = 2 or 4 motors with the AFE drive in closed loop speed control 
4 Gantry = 16 or 20 motors in open loop with two AFE drives

The hoists, trolley, boom and gantry movements are usually driven by AC motors and drives 
with an active front end that eliminates harmonic problems and enables excess energy to be 
returned to the AC supply. The hoisting and lowering speeds can be adjusted automatically 
dependant upon the weight of the load. A single drive can be switched to enable it to control 
both the boom and trolley.

Figure 15 STS crane features
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Control Techniques’ solution

Systems designed with Unidrive SPMD are both modular and compact. The modularity of the 
system means that in the event of a single module becoming unserviceable it can be quickly and easily 
exchanged. In the mean time the crane can continue to operate but with reduced performance.

The on-board intelligence and high speed digital communications on Control Techniques 
drives allow us to provide innovative solutions that enhance the crane’s overall performance.

Figure 16 Example AC drives system architecture for STS gantry crane
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Option Modules installed on each motoring drive: Option modules installed on each regenerative drive:

	 ➜ SM-Keypad (LED) 	 ➜ SM-Keypad (LED)

	 ➜ SM-PROFIBUS-DP (in slot 3) 	 ➜ SM-PROFIBUS-DP (in slot 3)

	 ➜ SM- Encoder Plus (in slot 2)

	 ➜ SM-Applications Lite (in slot 1) 

The main hoist is operated by two motors and two drives. If one of the drives or motors fails, the 
crane can continue to operate temporarily but with reduced speed. 

The boom never operates at the same time as the trolley, and the hoist never operates at the 
same time as the gantry. This means that a single drive can control the boom and trolley motors, 
a second drive can control one of the hoist motors and the gantry and a third drive controls the 
second hoist motor. 

A PLC controller and fieldbus are usually used to monitor and control the various parts of the 
crane including the drives and the operator cabin.

Figure 17 Automation system architecture for DC based STS gantry crane
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Figure 18 Electric cabin for STS gantry crane

The cranes are connected to an AC supply from the dock of between 3000 V and 12000 V (also 
known as shore power). The high voltage cable reel is controlled by 2 to 4 motors, typically 
75kW to 100kW each and an AC drive running a simple centre winder torque control program.

Figure 19 Cable reel

STS crane safety systems

To ensure the safe operation of the STS crane the following safety features are installed:

	 ➜ Brakes

	 ➜ Emergency brakes

	 ➜ Sensors to detect over-load

	 ➜ Hoist over-speed

	 ➜ Wind speed control

	 ➜ Setting for storm tie-down 

	 ➜ Emergency stop 

	 ➜ Anti-collision sensors

	 ➜ Other sensors for various mechanisms
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The wind control system is designed to stop gantry and trolley movements in case of strong wind. 
The system is composed of an anemometer in communication with a monitoring unit. In high 
winds the crane must be stowed in a predetermined anchoring position to reduce the likelihood of 
crane damage.

Anti-collision sensors mounted on the gantry bogie ensure that when the crane comes in contact 
with the ship structure the gantry will be stopped.

Emergency stops are part of the safety circuit of the crane. These are located in various 
locations to be accessible during operation and maintenance.

The hoist brakes can be controlled directly from the drives. Torque threshold should be configured 
for hoist up and hoist down.

Crane operator cabin

The crane is driven by an operator that sits in a cabin suspended from the trolley. The trolley 
runs along rails that are located on top or on the side of the boom and girder. 

Figure 20 Operator cabin

A colour touch screen in the operator cabin is used to display crane information such as 
messages regarding faults and the status of interlocks that can prevent crane operation. It also 
allows the operator to monitor:

	 ➜ Load weight

	 ➜ Wind speed

	 ➜ Spreader height

	 ➜ Trolley position

	 ➜ Boom angle

	 ➜ Container’s number

	 ➜ Date and hour

	 ➜ Running mode 

	 ➜ Several information pages for first  
  level trouble shooting.
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Control Techniques’ crane management system (CMS) 

The CMS is a computer connected to the PLC and drives for monitoring purposes. It provides 
user friendly fault display for the maintenance staff to assist them in trouble shooting on any 
faults that occur.

Figure 21 CMS software

Crane elevator

For accessing the operator cabin, machinery 
and electrical house an elevator is provided 
on the STS crane.

There are usually four levels:

	 ➜ Level 0 = Ground

	 ➜ Level 1 = HV cable reel

	 ➜ Level 2 = Operator cabin

	 ➜ Level 3 = Machinery and electrical  
  house

Figure 22 Elevator for STS cranes
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4.1.2 Mobile Harbour Cranes (MHC)

MHCs are mounted on a rubber-tyre chassis. They provide good solutions for equipping new 
terminals and can be combined existing installations to increase capacity.

Figure 23 Mobile harbour crane In large terminals mobile harbour canes are 
used as a back-up for conventional dock 
cranes, to handle special loads and when 
additional terminal capacity is required. In 
smaller terminals mobile harbour cranes are 
often used in place of conventional cranes 
as they are more flexible and require less 
investment in quayside infrastructure such as 
rails and power infrastructure.

MHCs are designed to handle all forms 
of cargo such as containers (up to post-
Panamax ships), bulk, general and project 
cargoes (machines). The lifting gear can 
be easily interchanged including grabs, 
spreaders, C-hooks, slings, chains, magnets 
and lifting beams.

These cranes offer maximum flexibility, able 
access any location within the terminal and 
lifting capacities of up to 200 t. An anti-sway 
system is usually installed to reduce the sway 
on the spreader. 

Usually a diesel-electric generator is fitted 
within the crane to allow it to operate 
autonomously, however, where available, 
an external power source (shore power) can 
usually be used. 

On MHCs there is very little space available 
inside the electric cabin and so hoisting and 
slewing movements are usually driven by DC 
drives and motors as they require less space.  

Two driver cabins are usually installed, the 
first in a high position on the tower to ensure 
excellent visibility of the ship’s cargo and the 
second on the chassis to ensure an excellent 
view when the crane is moving inside the 
terminal.

Figure 24 Driver cabin of MHC
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Table 2 MHC Performance data

Lifted load 20-200 t Translation speed 2-5 km/h

Hoist speed 75-140 m/min Translation motor3 90-160kW

Hoist motor1 200-400kW Translation overload 150%

Hoist overload 180% Boom radii 50-56m

Slewing motor2 55-90kW Boom motor Hydraulic unit

Slewing overload 180% Diesel generator power 350-750kW

1Hoist = DC motor in closed loop with MENTOR drive 
2Slewing = DC motor in closed loop with MENTOR drive 
3Translation = AC motor in open loop with soft start

4.1.3 Rubber Tyred Gantry cranes (RTG)

Gantry cranes are a type of crane that can straddles multiple lanes of rail/road and/or container 
storage and lifts objects using a hoist that is fixed to a rail mounted trolley that can travel along 
the horizontal gantry of the crane. 

RTG cranes are mounted on rubber tyres as opposed to RMG cranes that are mounted on rails.  
RTG cranes are used for stacking shipping containers within the storage areas of a container 
terminal. They are the most common yard handling system and are used in the world’s largest 
container terminals and container storage yards.

Figure 25 RTG crane features
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The standard span of an RTG is 23.47m (six containers plus one truck lane) but RTGs with 
various spans can also be supplied. The lift height is specified to allow a container to pass over a 
stack of containers four, five or six high.
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An RTG stays on 4, 8 or 16 tubeless tyres. The number of wheels is decided by the allowable 
load of the container yard. The gantry wheels can turn for 90°, so that RTG can move between 
different lanes. To avoid collision between two RTG, or between an RTG and containers, manual 
or automatic steering system and gantry electronic anti-collision equipment are usually 
installed. Trolley travel mechanisms can be driven either by rack and pinion, and full-wheel 
or two-wheel drive ensuring a smooth movement. An operator’s cab is installed underneath 
the trolley, from which the crane can be driven. It is also equipped with 20 to 40 ft telescopic 
spreaders. A mechanical or electronic anti-sway system is installed to reduce swing of the 
spreader. The spreader can also be skewed somewhat to expedite container positioning.

RTG cranes are usually powered by a diesel generator set. This generator supplies all the 
equipments on the crane including the drives and motors, PLC, lights and other auxiliary devices. 

RTGs can be driven by AC or DC drives systems, the main requirement is excellent speed and 
constant-power control. The hoisting and lowering speeds can be adjusted automatically as 
per weight of the load.

For safe operation, RTGs are installed with emergency push buttons and various safety systems 
such as sensors to detect:

	 ➜ Over-load ➜ Low oil pressure

	 ➜ Hoist over-speed ➜ Wind speed

	 ➜ Diesel over-speed ➜ Settings for storm tie-down

	 ➜ Water over-heat 

Furthermore, optional features like Differential Global Positioning System (DGPS), CMS or RCMS, 
RIS.GA. and elevator can be implemented as an option.

Table 3 RTG crane performances data

Lifted load 41t or 51 t Trolley overload 170%

Hoist speed Gantry speed 135 m/min

- with load 30 m/min Gantry motors3 30-45kW

- empty spreader 60 m/min Gantry overload 180%

Hoist motor1 200-300kW Diesel generator 
power

300-500kW
1500-1800 rpmHoist overload 180%

Trolley speed 70 m/min Main power supply 400-460V
50-60HzTrolley motors2 15-22kW

1Hoist = 1 motor in closed loop with drive in constant power control 
2Trolley = 2 or 4 motors with the drive in closed loop speed control 
3Gantry = 4 or 8 motors in open/closed loop with two drives (depending on the 4/8/16 wheel solution)
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Control Techniques’ solution

The hoist, trolley and gantry movements can be driven by AC motors controlled by Unidrive 
SPMD drives configured with a common DC bus in order to circulate energy between drives 
with opposing energy flows. The DC supply can be sourced through a controlled rectifier input 
(Unidrive SPMC), an active input (Unidrive SPM) or an existing DC source.

The different drives are linked via fieldbus to a PLC controller with a remote input/output rack 
in the drives cabinet and also in the driver’s cabin.

Figure 26 Drives system architecture for RTG crane
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Figure 27 Electric cabin for RTG crane

The crane is driven by an operator that sits in a cabin suspended from the trolley. A typical 
operation could involve the operator positioning the trolley over the yard to lift the container. 
Once the spreader latches (locks) on to the container, it is lifted and moved over the yard and 
placed (discharged) on a truck chassis (trailer) to be transported to quay cranes or vice versa.

Figure 28 RTG crane on the yard
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4.1.4 RIS.GA. fuel saving system for RTG and MHC cranes

On RTG and other MHC cranes power is generated by a diesel generator. This generator 
supplies all the equipment on the crane, including all the drives, motors, PLC, lights and 
other auxiliary devices.

Figure 29 Typical RIS.GA. system
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When the crane is in “stand-by mode” the diesel generator runs at full speed to feed the 
auxiliaries devices, however they have very low power requirements. This means that the diesel 
generator consumes high quantities of fuel even when it’s not really necessary, thus making 
the system highly inefficient with a high fuel to power ratio. The result is excessive costs and 
unnecessary environmental impact.

During the crane “stand-by mode” we can reduce the speed of the diesel engine with RIS.GA. 
and we can convert the low voltage and low frequency values coming from the generator to 
the values needed to power the auxiliaries (normally 230 Vac @ 50/60Hz)
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RIS.GA output side
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Normal diesel generator output

➜ Nominal speed = 1500 – 1800rpm

➜ Output voltage = 400V – 460V

➜ Frequency output = 50 – 60Hz

Diesel generator output at reduced  
“stand-by” speed with RIS.GA.

➜ Stand-by speed = 900rpm

➜ Stand-by output voltage = 290V

➜ Stand-by frequency output = 30Hz

RIS.GA. system output at reduced  
“stand-by” speed

➜ Output voltage = 400V

➜ Frequency output = 50Hz

Advantages of the RIS.GA. system

➜ Reduced fuel consumption and money

➜ Short payback time

➜ Compact installation

➜ Static system, no maintenance

➜ For new and old diesel electric cranes

➜ Elimination of engine running at high  
 speed during stand-by mode

➜ Less engine maintenance and longer life

➜ Longer electrical generator life

➜ Longer life of auxiliary devices

➜ Lower emissions

Field tests show that terminal operators can 
save 50% of fuel consumption during the 
stand-by mode and save more than 20% of 
total fuel consumption.

Figure 30 Typical RIS.GA. installation
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4.1.5 Rail Mounted Gantry cranes (RMG)

RMG cranes are yard container handling machines. These cranes are specifically designed 
for intensive container stacking due to its automation and less need for human handling. 
Compared to the RTG crane, the RMG crane has the advantages of being driven by electrical 
power which eliminates the exhaust fumes from the diesel engine, increases lifting capacity, 
and increases the speed of the gantry when travelling with load. RMG cranes are particularly 
effective for rail/road trans shipments of large quantities of containers and it is an excellent 
choice for intermodal terminals where containers are loaded from trucks to trains or vice versa.

 Figure 31 Rail mounted gantry (RMG) crane

RMG cranes come in a variety of models with different spans and overhangs. The RMG crane 
span depends on the yard structure and it is possible to have from 20 to 50m. The lift height is 
sufficient to allow a container to pass over containers stacking three, four or five high.

To avoid collision between two RMG cranes installed on one rail, the machines are equipped 
with an automatic anti-collision system.

The trolley travel mechanism can be driven either by rack and pinion, full-wheel drive or two-
wheel drive. An operator cab is installed underneath the trolley, from where the crane is driven 
from. It is also equipped with 20ft-40ft telescopic spreaders. 
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A mechanical or electronic anti-sway system is installed to reduce the swing of the spreader. 
The spreader can also be skewed a little to expedite container positioning.

Like RTGs, RMGs can be driven by AC or DC drive systems due to the main requirement being 
accurate speed and constant-power control. The hoisting and lowering speeds can be adjusted 
automatically according to the weight of the load.

For safe operation, RTGs are installed with various safety systems such as emergency push 
buttons and sensors to detect: 

	 ➜ Overload ➜ Wind speed

	 ➜ Hoist over-speed ➜ Settings for storm tie-down

The RMG cranes are powered from the dock (also known as shore power) , usually an AC supply 
of between 3,000 to 12,000 Volts. The high voltage cable reel is driven by between 2 to 4 AC 
motors, typically 75kW to 100kW with a drive operating as a simple torque control centre wind.

Table 4 RMG crane performance data

Lifted load Up to 50 t Slewing motor4 11-22kW

Hoist speed Trolley speed Up to 150 m/min

- with load 30 m/min Trolley motors2 22-37kW

- empty spreader 60 m/min Trolley overload 170%

Hoist motor1 132-200kW Gantry speed Up to 240 m/min

Hoist overload 180% Gantry motors3 30-45kW

Gantry overload 160%

1Hoist = 2 motors in closed loop with two AFE drives in constant power control 
2Trolley = 2 or 4 motors with the AFE drive in closed loop speed control 
3Gantry = 4, 8 or 16 motors with two AFE drives in open/closed loop 
4Slewing = 2 motors with the AFE drive in open/closed loop speed control

Control Techniques’ solution

The hoists, trolley, slewing and gantry movements can be driven by AC motors controlled by 
Unidrive SPMD drives with an Active Front End (AFE). The AFE input eliminates harmonics and 
enables excess energy to be returned to the power supply, this can be configured with standard 
drive modules, configured as motoring or regenerating. 

Unidrive SPMD offers a compact and modular drive system. On board intelligence with high 
speed digital bus communications can provide applications solutions that enhance the cranes 
performance. The different drives are typically linked with a PLC controller via fieldbus with 
remote I/O racks in the drives cabinet and in the driver’s cabin.
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Figure 32 Typical RMG crane system
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4.1.6 Differential Global Positioning System (DGPS)

DGPS is a GPS based automatic steering and yard management system for port applications.

Figure 33 Crane using DGPS system

In single-point positioning mode, the system calculates the position of the GPS receiver on the 
basis of a Cartesian reference point at the centre of the Earth. By establishing the origin of the 
x, y, and z axes at this point the system can calculate the position of the receiver using signals 
from at least four satellites.

Figure 34 Functioning of the single-point positioning system
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In relative positioning mode (also known as “differential” mode) the coordinates of the GPS 
receiver (rover station) are calculated with respect to a second receiver at a known position 
(base station). By detecting the current position of the mobile receiver, the fixed station can, 
at any time, determine any positioning error and, if necessary, correct the position calculated 
from the satellite signal. The result is excellent accuracy with minimum positioning error. 
Following figure illustrates how this system functions.

Figure 35 Functioning of the relative or differential positioning system
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 'Onboard station' 'Base station'

Figure 36 Base and onboard GPS in differential positioning system

Irrespective of the type of application, the GPS system always comprises:

	 ➜ A base station or fixed station. This is a device with an antenna, located at a fixed  
  position (in the open), suitable for receiving strong satellite signals. The base station  
  uses a radio modem to transmit an absolute positioning signal to the on board station.  
  The on board station uses this signal as a differential correction signal.

	 ➜ An onboard station or mobile station. This is another GPS device, complete with  
  radio modem, and is installed on board the gantry. It processes the signals from its  
  own GPS system and from the base station, and generates the necessary control input  
  to the gantry’s automation system.

	 ➜ An automation system. The onboard station’s GPS system is connected to an industrial  
  computer that processes GPS data and outputs signals to the gantry’s automation  
  system. The software installed in the PC polls a data log written by the GPS system,  
  containing the data it needs. The PC processes this data and transmits the necessary  
  control signals to the PLC. This data log is read at a frequency of about 1.5 times a second.

Control Techniques currently supplies port GPS applications for both RTG and RMG cranes.
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GPS system applications on rubber tyred gantries (RTGs) 

Figure 37 Typical system

Since rubber tyred gantries (RTGs) do not have any fixed reference points, they need guidance in 
order to follow pre-determined paths and perform their picking/placing operations accurately.

The GPS system for this type of gantry allows the gantry’s automation system to be connected 
to a satellite positioning system that supplies two positioning values: AP and D, this being the 
distance from a known point or origin and the actual divergence of the gantry from the ideal 
container picking/placing line.

These values are programmed in using a procedure known as self-teaching:

 1)  The gantry is taken to its starting position (position A).

 2)  Position A is entered in the system by self-teaching.

 3)  On completion of self-teaching (on receipt of the process completed signal) the gantry  
  is moved to its fully opposite position (position B)

 4)  Position B is entered in the system by self-teaching.

Once the self teach process has been completed the GPS system starts supplying distance and 
deviation data for the gantry’s current position.
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Figure 38 A GPS application on a RTG crane
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Figure 39 shows the screen of the crane controller connected to the GPS peripheral. The screen 
shows the crane’s current position in the terminal yard.

Figure 39 Crane controller screen

Figure 40 shows the screen of the gantry controller connected to the GPS peripheral. The screen 
shows the gantry’s current position in the picking/placing warehouse.

Figure 40 Gantry controller and GPS system interface
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GPS system applications on RMG cranes

Unlike RTG cranes, RMGs run along a fixed physical reference line. Ignoring imprecision due 
to poor quality rails, deviation from this line should always, in theory, be around zero. GPS 
applications on this type of gantry allow for complete container warehouse management since 
the exact picking/placing position of each container in storage is always known with great 
precision. A self-teaching procedure for this type of system as well:

 1)  The gantry is taken to its first useful working position (position A).

 2)  Position A is entered in the system by self-teaching.

 3)  On completion of self-teaching (on receipt of the process completed signal) the gantry  
  is moved to its last useful working position (position B)

 4)  Position B is entered in the system by self-teaching.

Once this has been done the GPS system starts supplying distance and deviation data for 
the gantry’s current position, as well as the gantry’s position relative to the inside of the 
warehouse. This position can be made available externally for processing by the port’s own 
computerised management system.

 Figure 41 A GPS application on a RMG crane
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4.1.7 Straddle Carrier (SC) cranes

Figure 42  

An SC crane is used within port terminal yards for stacking and moving standard containers 
from quay to yard or from yard to quay. They are used in large spaces where containers are 
stored in rows. The greatest limitation is the need for space on both sides of the container to 
enable the SC crane to transit. They generally have eight wheels, anti-slip and anti-blocking 
functions ensure best grip and safe driving control in any conditions.

For lifting operations it has 1 or 2 motors located in the upper section of the machine. The machine 
is usually about 13 m high and 5 m wide and picks up and deposits the containers by means of 
hydraulically controlled 20ft-40ft telescopic spreaders. An operator’s cab is installed on the top 
of the machine. 

An SC crane is powered by a diesel generator set. This generator supplies all the equipment on 
the crane, including the drives and motors, PLC, lights and other auxiliary devices. 

Hoisting operations are usually provided by AC motors and drives systems.
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For safe operation, various safety systems are installed such as: 

	 ➜ Over-load detection ➜ Water over-heat

	 ➜ Hoist over-speed ➜ Low oil pressure

	 ➜ Diesel over-speed ➜ Wind speed

	 ➜ Emergency push buttons 

Table 5 Straddle carrier performance data

Lifted load Up to 60 t Travelling speed 30 Km/h

Hoist speed Travelling motors2 75kW

- with load 20 m/min Travelling overload 150%

- empty spreader 25 m/min Diesel generator 
power

270-370kW
1500-1800rpmHoist motor1 132-160kW

Hoist overload 180% Main power supply 400-460V
50-60Hz

1Hoist = Motor in closed loop with drive in constant power control. 
2Travelling = 4 motors with drive in open/closed loop.

Control Techniques’ solution

The hoist and travelling movements are driven by AC motors controlled by Unidrive SPMD 
drives in a common DC bus configuration. Unidrive SP can be connected on a common DC bus 
system in order to circulate energy between drives with opposing energy flows. The DC bus can 
be derived from a controlled rectifier input (Unidrive SPMC), an active input (Unidrive SPM) or 
an existing DC source.

The different drives are linked with a PLC controller via fieldbus with a remote input/output rack 
in the drives cabinet and in the driver’s cabin.

4.2 Bulk cranes

Bulk cranes are divided into two categories, quay and yard cranes. Quay cranes or ship loader/
unloader cranes and mobile harbour cranes are used to discharge material from ship to 
conveyor or to move material from charging hopper to ship. 

Yard cranes such as stacker and stacker-reclaimer cranes are used within terminal yards, where 
they handle material for storage.  

4.2.1 Quay cranes

Grab ship unloader cranes

Ship unloaders are normally used for handling materials like coal, iron ore and bauxite. 

The grab-type ship unloader is the traditional method to unload bulk cargo and these cranes 
are used when high quantities of coal, iron ore and other bulk materials are to be handled. 
Gantry type grab unloaders incorporate a hopper that feeds the bulk materials direct to a 
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conveyor belt system. The hoppers can be equipped with spraying devices or suction systems 
to minimise dust emissions.

Figure 43 Grab ship unloader

Rail mounted unloaders are designed for handling large amounts of bulk materials. High 
capacity clamshell grabs offer high unloading rates and high efficiency.  A clamshell bucket 
is cycled in and out of the ship’s hold, typically unloading 15 - 20m3 with each scoop. The 
clamshell is suspended from a traversing trolley and is raised and lowered by a winch. Free 
digging rates of 3000 t per hour are common.

Figure 44 Grab
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Ship unloaders are often supplied with a 90° grab-rotating system, so the grab can work with a 
longitudinal opening direction as well as with a transversal (cross) direction. 

Table 6 Performances data grab ship unloader

Ship size 10.000-300.000 DWT Trolley motors3 200-360kW

Loading capacity 20-65 t Trolley overload 160%

Unloading capacity 
range

150-8000 t/h Gantry speed 25-40 m/min

Gantry motors4 22-37kW

Hoist speed 60/160 m/min Gantry overload 180%

Hoist motor1 200-600kW Boom motor2 90-110kW

Hoist overload 180-200% Boom overload 180%

Trolley speed 180-240  m/min Slewing motor5 15-30kW

Slewing overload 160%

1Hoist = 2 motors in closed loop with two AFE drives in constant power control 

 ➜ 1 motor to manage hoisting  

 ➜ 1 motor to open and closed grab 
2Boom = 1 motor in closed loop with AFE drive in constant power control. 
3Trolley = 2 or 4 motors with the AFE drive in closed loop speed control. 
4Gantry = 16 or 20 motors in open loop with two AFE drives. 
5Slewing = 2 motors with the AFE drive in open/closed loop speed control.

Control Techniques’ solution

The hoists, grab, trolley, boom and gantry movements are driven by AC motors controlled by 
Unidrive SPMD drives with an AFE configuration. A single drive can be switched to control both 
the boom and the trolley. Active inputs are used to eliminate harmonics and to regenerate 
excess energy back to the supply.

On board intelligence with high speed digital bus communications on modern AC drives can 
provide applications solutions that can enhance the cranes performance.

The boom never operates at the same time as the trolley, and the hoist never operates at 
the same time as the gantry. This means that a single drive can control the boom and trolley 
motors, a second drive can control one of the hoist motors and the gantry. A third drive 
controls the open/closed grab motor. The different drives are linked with a PLC controller via 
fieldbus with a remote input/output rack in the drives cabinet and in the driver’s cabin.
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Figure 45 Hoist AC drives system architecture for grab ship unloader crane
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Grab control software can be installed within the Unidrive SP SM-Applications option module 
to control both the hoisting and close/open speed of the grab.

Figure 46 Automation system architecture for grab ship unloader crane
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An automated system controls part of the unloading cycle of the material once the grab has closed 
on its load into the ship.

The grab is first hoisted to a safe height, and then travels at an optimum trajectory to reach the 
hopper, at this point it has a calculated angle of sway, and to discharge the material quickly the 
trolley speed is reversed to dampen the sway. For more accurate positioning, it is also possible 
to discharge the material in a fixed position with trolley at zero speed and no sway.

Following the material discharge into the hopper, the grab is automatically positioned above 
the safety height and the operator can begin a new cycle.

Figure 47 Ship unloader crane operator cabin

Figure 48 Electric cabin for grab ship unloader crane

The cranes are powered by an AC electrical 
supply from the dock (also known as shore 
power) which can be from 3,000V up to 12,000V.

For safe operation, grab ship unloaders have 
various safety systems such as sensors to 
detect:

	 ➜ Over-load

	 ➜ Hoist over-speed

	 ➜ Wind speed

	 ➜ Specific setting for storm tie-down

Emergency push buttons are also installed 
around the crane. 

The crane is driven by an operator that sits 
in a cabin suspended from the trolley. The 
trolley runs along rails that are located on top 
or sides of the boom and girder. The operator 
runs the trolley over the ship to lift the bulk 
materials. Once the grab closes it is lifted and 
moved over the dock and discharged on a 
hopper to then be taken to the storage yard 
by conveyor belt.
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Floating grab ship unloader

Floating cranes are used for cargo handling on waterways with few quays or none at all or 
where the ship is unable to moor because the quay is too shallow or sometimes alongside 
existing handling equipment in order to increase capacity at times of peak demand. 

Floating cranes offer many benefits: autonomy, mobility on water and no need for the purchase 
of additional land or the construction of new quays.

Floating harbour pontoon cranes and port harbour cranes on barges, are used for both ship-to-
ship and ship-to-shore handling.

Figure 49 Floating grab ship unloader

Table 7 Performances data floating grab ship unloader

Ship size 10.000-300.000 DWT Hoist motors1 160-500kW

Loading capacity 20-65 t Hoist overload 180-200%

Unloading capacity 
range

150-8000 t/h Luffing motors2 55-110kW

Luffing overload 180%

Hoist speed 60/150 m/min Slewing motors3 37-75kW

Slewing overload 160%

1Hoist = 2 motors in closed loop with two AFE drives in constant power control 

 ➜ 1 motor to manage hoisting  

 ➜ 1 motor to open and closed grab 
2Slewing = 2-4 motors with the AFE drive in open/closed loop speed control. 
3Luffing = 4 motors with the AFE drive in closed loop speed control.
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The drive system used is a single quadrant rectifier and brake choppers. Since the crane is 
powered by a diesel engine/generator set, energy stored in the system cannot be regenerated. 
Large brake choppers are required to convert potential energy stored in the hoisting system, or 
kinetic energy stored in the moving masses, into heat. The brake resistors are mounted outside 
the control cabin. The crane control system requirements include slewing control, grab hoisting 
and closing and load dependent speed control on the hoist movement. All this functionality can 
be achieved without a PLC, using a plug-in application module built-in to the drives.

Figure 50 Hoist drive for grab floating crane

Figure 51 Slewing drives for grab floating crane
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Slewing control

On many conventional cranes, the slewing movement is undertaken with slip-ring motors. 
The slip-ring motor, in combination with rotor resistors, meets the crane driver’s needs in 
most instances. There is good motor torque control for acceleration and deceleration, and it 
is possible to coast when the controller is moved to zero. However, this method of control is 
very poor at low speeds, with sudden steps in torque between resistor steps, wasting a lot of 
energy, and the system requires very regular and intensive maintenance.

When replacing the slip-ring motors with modern drive systems, the results can be very 
disappointing.

Figure 52 Speed controlled slewing drive
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To counter this effect, Control Techniques have developed a programme that gives the crane 
driver optimal control over the swaying load, without the need for a PLC.

The slewing control system provides the driver with control over both the speed and the motor 
torque. Speed control is important for accurate positioning at low speed. It also provides 
compensation for the wind forces on the load. Torque control is crucial for controlling the sway. 
In this way, the driver is always able to anticipate the movement of the load and compensate 
for it. By bringing the controller back to zero, the movement is effectively coasting, which gives 
a major damping effect on the sway of the load.

Figure 53 Control Techniques’ slewing control

Figure 52 shows 
the behaviour of a 
conventional speed 
controlled drive 
system that makes it 
almost impossible to 
control the swaying 
of the load.
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Using Control Techniques drives, there is the dual option of using existing software for a refit, 
where it exists, and where this does not apply there is the further option of using software that 
is integrated into the drive itself. In either case, it is possible to fine-tune the system to meet 
the crane driver’s needs, for an effective solution.

Grab control

The hoist movement is controlled by two Unidrive SP AC drives, one driving the hoist and the 
other one driving the grab closing movement. Both drives operate in a closed loop control with 
standard incremental encoders and no additional sensors. With the grab control software, all 
movements are possible between zero and maximum hoisting speed including hoist/closing 
and hoist/opening, lowering/closing and lowering/opening, grab sinking into bulk product 
and synchronisation between the hoist and close drives with standard incremental encoders. 
Additional features include: high speed (in motor flux field weakening) with empty grab (1.5 
time base motor speed), “teach” function for grab open position and grab closed position. 
(Open and closed positions are stored in the non-volatile memory of the option module, SM-
Application, inside the drive), load balancing with closed grab and hoisting heavy equipment 
into/out of the ship.

Luffing control

Control of the luffing movement is done in a similar way to the slewing movement, but 
in this case, limit switches are used. The Unidrive SPM (modular) drives are well suited for 
floating grab crane applications, giving savings thanks to the elimination of the need for an 
additional PLC. The design meets all of the needs of both the crane builder (standard sizes, 
ease of programming and energy efficiency) and the user (exceptional reliability, flexibility in 
operation, ease of maintenance, safety and low spare parts requirement).

Figure 54 Floating grab ship unloader 
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Slewing cranes

Slewing cranes are common port and shipyard cranes. They can be used for efficient handling 
of various bulk materials and in some cases containers. Slewing cranes are built with single 
jib and double jib designs, Single jib cranes have a simpler construction and are lighter than 
double jib cranes. The main advantage of the double jib crane is the horizontal path of the load. 
During the luffing of the crane, the grab stays at practically the same height. This level luffing 
allows simple and precise positioning of the grab and offers high production rates.

Figure 55 Grab slewing crane

As cranes and their control systems became more sophisticated, it became possible to control 
the level of luffing directly, by winching the hoist cable in and out as needed. The first of these 
systems used mechanical clutches between luffing and hoist drums, giving simplicity and a 
“near level” result.

Later systems have used modern electronic controls and quickly reversible motors with good 
slow-speed control on the hoist winch motors, so as to give a positioning accuracy of mm. 

Luffing mechanisms have also been applied to the driver’s cabin being mounted on its own 
jib, following the movement of the crane’s main jib. These are used for tasks such as ship 
unloading, where the view from the driver’s cab is greatly improved by cantilevering it 
forwards and over the ship.
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Figure 56 Double Jib Grab Slewing Crane

✘

Table 8 Slewing crane performance data

Ship size 10.000-100.000 DWT Luffing speed 50 m/min

Loading capacity 20-300 t Luffing motors3 55-90kW

Unloading capacity 
range

150-800 t/h Slewing motors2 37-75kW

Travelling speed 30 m/min

Hoist speed 30/130 m/min Travelling motors4 7.5-22kW

Hoist motors1 90-200kW

1Hoist = 2 motors in closed loop with two AFE drives in constant power control 

 ➜ 1 motor to manage hoisting  

 ➜ 1 motor to open and closed grab 
2Slewing = 2-4 motors with the AFE drive in open/closed loop speed control. 
3Luffing = 4 motors with the AFE drive in closed loop speed control. 
4Travelling = 4-8 motors with the drive in open/closed loop speed control

Two drives manage the open/closed grab motor and the second drive manages the hoist. 
Travelling motors are managed by one or two drives (land and sea side).

Luffing motors are managed by two drives in torque master-slave control and the slewing 
motors are controlled in a single or multi-drive system.
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 The different drives are linked using a PLC controller with fieldbus, a remote input/output rack 
in the drive cabinet and a festoon in the operator cabin.

Figure 57 Slewing crane - hoist

Figure 58 Slewing crane - travelling
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Figure 59 Slewing crane – luffing

Figure 60 Slewing crane – slewing
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Continuous ship unloader and loader

Continuous ship unloaders (CSU) are used for discharge bulk materials from a ship with high 
throughput rates. Ship loaders are used for loading bulk materials to ships. The discharge boom 
can be raised and lowered, with or without telescopic extendability, and is either fixed or slewable 
or supported and guided on a slewing carriage.

Traveling ship loaders are mounted on rails that are parallel to the ship and are fed by a conveyor 
belt, incorporating a tripper that travels with the ship loader. 

A belt conveyor is utilised on the boom and usually a shuttle head provides complete coverage of 
the ship’s hold. The discharge spout incorporates a rotating spoon, which allows the operator 
greater flexibility when placing the material. 
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Figure 61 Continuous ship unloader 

Continuous ship unloaders are equipped with an L-shaped, bucket-elevator-type unloading 
device that is suspended from the boom. The material to be unloaded is scooped up by the 
bucket elevator at the horizontal segment of the “L”, while at the vertical segment, the bucket 
elevator transports the material to the top of the boom. It is then unloaded onto a belt conveyor. 

The entire L-shaped system can rotate 360°, allowing full access to the entire hold. The design 
of the horizontally suspended portion of the bucket-elevator-type unloading device allows for 
superior emptying, thus minimizing the manual clean-up needed by dozers. The continuous 
ship unloaders feature a cantilevered, but guided chain-and-bucket suspension that protects the 
bottom of a ship’s hold. The CSU traverses on pier-mounted rails along the full length of a ship. 

The quadrant-type ship loader features a fix bridge-type structure that pivots around a kingpin-type 
support, while the seaward side is supported on a series of bogies that travel along a circular rail. A 
telescoping boom traverses the top of the main structure, complete with telescoping loading chute 
and spoon. The extent of travel required by the telescoping boom depends on the rotation angle of 
the main structure to ensure access to each hold of the ship. By pivoting at the tail end, the ship loader 
is afforded access to the entire length of the ship. Rather than incorporating a shuttle conveyor, the 
entire upper structure travels on the fixed lower bridge section of the ship loader. The combination of 
bridge rotation and boom travel allows the operator to access all areas of the ship’s hold. 

Table 9 Continuous ship unloader performance data 

Ship size 5000-250000 DWT

Nominal capacity 200-13000 t/h

Boom hoisting motor 200-500kW

Boom shuttle motor 55-90kW

Chute motor 55-90kW

Rotation motor 4x11kW

Gantry motors 28x5.5kW

Figure 62 Quadrant-type ship loader
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The boom, shuttle, chute and gantry movements are carried out by AC motors controlled 
by UNIDRIVE SPMD AFE variable speed drives. Active inputs for harmonic elimination and 
regenerating excess energy can be configured with standard drive modules, configured as 
motoring or regenerating.

Onboard intelligence with high speed digital bus communications on modern AC drives can 
provide applications solutions enhancing crane performance.

RGM, slewing and shuttling boom ship loaders, and telescopic-boom ship loaders which 
also have a steep luffing function, are designed to cover all hatches of the vessel through a 
combination of luffing, slewing, telescoping outreach and longitudinal travel. To enable vessels 
to berth, they are slewed parallel to the quay. 

Radial quadrant, shuttle-boom ship loaders have a slewing bridge that is pivoted on the 
inside and guided on a curved rail on the outside. The shuttling conveyor boom that also has 
a certain luffing function is located on the bridge. This enables full hatch coverage through a 
combination of luffing, slewing and variable outreach.

The shiploaders have advanced PLC control systems and can be tailored precisely to protect 
the environment. 

4.2.2 Yard Cranes

Stockyard reclaimer cranes

Reclaimers are designed to gather bulk materials from stockpiles at ports, steel plants, mines and 
power stations in a quick, efficient and orderly way. They are available in several main types including: 

	 ➜ bucket wheel boom-type ➜ scraper-type

	 ➜ bucket wheel bridge-type ➜	 drum-type

There are in many configurations and sizes, with capacities from 500 to 20000 t/h and more. The 
choice of design depends on factors such as the size and shape of the stockpile, the type of material 
to be reclaimed, the required reclaiming rate and the need for blending or homogenization.

Figure 63 Bucket wheel boom type reclaimer
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Table 10 Continuous ship unloader performance data 

Bucket wheel motor 75-132kW Luffing speed 0-10 m/min

Bucket wheel speed 200-300 m/min Slewing motor 2x22-30kW

Boom conveyor motor 30-55kW Slewing speed 0-35 m/min

Boom conveyor speed 55-90 m/min Gantry motors 16x22-30kW

Luffing motor 110-132kW Gantry speed 7-30 m/min

Depending on the application, reclaimer designs drive concepts for each appropriate drive train. 
These can include variable speed drives (VFD), electromechanical constant speed drives with fluid 
coupling, as well as hydraulic drives, whatever is the most suitable drive for the field of application.

Reclaimers were originally manually controlled machines with no remote control. Modern 
machines are typically semi-automatic or fully automated, with parameters remotely set. The 
control systems with its PLC and CMSI give the operator a wide range of settings and reclaiming 
options. This enables the operator to focus on maximising his results in a comfortable environment.

The bucket wheel, boom conveyor, luffing, slewing and gantry movements are carried out 
by AC motors controlled by UNIDRIVE SPMD AFE variable speed drives. Active inputs for 
harmonic elimination and regenerating excess energy can be configured with standard 
drive modules, configured as motoring or regenerating. Onboard intelligence with high 
speed digital bus communications on modern AC drives can provide applications solutions 
enhancing crane performance.

Stockyard stackers

Stackers effectively stockpile bulk materials in an efficient and orderly manner. Stationary 
or travelling, borne on rails or crawlers, they can be supplied in fixed, luffable or luffable-
and-slewable boom designs. Capacities range from 150 to 20000 t/h. The choice of design 
depends on factors such as the stacking method and size of the stockpile, the type of material, 
the required throughput and the demand for mobility. Tripper cars or tripper systems for 
transferring material from the yard conveyor to the stacker are considered part of the stacker.

Figure 64 Luffable and slewable stackers
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Table 11 Stacker performance data

Boom conveyor motor 30-55kW Slewing motor 2x22-30kW

Boom conveyor speed 55-90 m/min Slewing speed 0-35 m/min

Luffing motor 110-132kW Gantry motors 16x22-30kW

Luffing speed 0-10 m/min Gantry speed 7-30 m/min

The luffing stacker travels along the entire length of the longitudinal stockpile conveyor and serves 
to build a stockpile on one side of the conveyor only. The tripper is connected to the traveling 
stacker by way of connecting structure and serves to transfer material to the boom. The stacker 
consists of a rigid structural design with a boom pivot in the center. The luffing motion is often 
carried out by concrete counterweight design. The stacker and tripper are designed for variable 
speed travel and can be quickly relocated from one area of the stockpile to another.

Stackers were originally manually controlled machines with no remote control. Modern machines 
are typically semi-automatic or fully automated, with parameters remotely set. The control 
systems with its PLC and CMSI give the operator a wide range of settings and reclaiming options. 
This enables the operator to focus on maximising his results in a comfortable environment.

The boom conveyor, luffing, slewing and gantry movements are carried out by AC motors 
controlled by UNIDRIVE SPMD AFE variable speed drives. Active inputs for harmonic elimination 
and regenerating excess energy can be configured with standard drive modules, configured as 
motoring or regenerating. Onboard intelligence with high speed digital bus communications on 
modern AC drives can provide applications solutions enhancing crane performance.

Stockyard stacker/reclaimers

Stacker/reclaimers come in two main types to meet most storage requirements for bulk ports, 
terminals, electric power stations and other facilities where efficient stockpile management of 
raw materials is essential.

Bucket-wheel stacker/reclaimer

Bucket-wheel models are for alternate stacking and reclaiming, and circular units, which normally 
stack and reclaim the material alternately but can be designed to do so simultaneously if 
required. Bucket-wheel models, normally supplied complete with tripper cars, are compact and 
economical for longitudinal stockyards where simultaneity is not required and where there can 
be large variations in the demand for stacking and reclaiming capacity. 
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Table 12 Stacker/reclaimer performance data 

Bucket wheel motor 75-132kW Luffing speed 0-10 m/min

Bucket wheel speed 200-300 m/min Slewing motor 2x22-30kW

Boom conveyor motor 30-55kW Slewing speed 0-35 m/min

Boom conveyor speed 55-90 m/min Gantry motors 16x22-30kW

Luffing motor 110-132kW Gantry speed 7-30 m/min

Figure 65 Bucket-wheel stacker/reclaimer

Trench-type stacker/reclaimer

Trench-type stacker/reclaimers are ideal for installations with low-volume, high-active storage 
pile capacities between 30,000 and 60,000 t, where reclaiming operations are accomplished 
by a longitudinal pass through the pile. Reclaim rates usually vary from 2000 to 4500 t.

Slewing-type stacker/reclaimers are typically used where large quantities of material must 
be readily available, where blending of grades of material is required or where available yard 
length is limited.

Stackers/reclaimers were originally manually controlled machines with no remote control. Modern 
machines are typically semi-automatic or fully automated, with parameters remotely set. The 
control systems with its PLC and CMSI give the operator a wide range of settings and reclaiming 
options. This enables the operator to focus on maximizing his results in a comfortable environment.

The bucket wheel, boom conveyor, luffing, slewing and gantry movements are carried out 
by AC motors controlled by UNIDRIVE SPMD AFE variable speed drives. Active inputs for 
harmonic elimination and regenerating excess energy can be configured with standard 
drive modules, configured as motoring or regenerating. Onboard intelligence with high 
speed digital bus communications on modern AC drives can provide applications solutions 
enhancing crane performance.
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Shipyard Goliath cranes

As the name suggests, these large, heavyweight shipyard cranes are capable of handling even the 
heaviest loads with utmost accuracy. 

The Goliath cranes are capable of performing  
the widest possible variety of handling 
operations in the shipyard where it is used for 
lifting segments of vessels. They have a span 
of reaching 200 m and can lift up to 1600 t.

Design challenges include the synchronization 
of multi-motor hoists and trolley. Although 
large, these cranes are generally operated 
by just one operator. Over many years, the 
different manufacturers have developed 
the experience and technology to integrate 
all the safety and interlocking functions 
within the automation system, thereby 
enabling the operator to work within safe 
parameters. The crane control system offers 
both: rugged master switches and high level 
of user-friendliness for operator control and 
monitoring.

Table 13 Stacker/reclaimer performance data 

Lifting capacity up to 1600 t Trolley motors2 4x15-30kW

Lifting height up to 80 m Trolley speed 30-90 m/min

Rail span up to 210 m Gantry motors3 8x45-75kW

Hoist motors1 160-600kW Gantry speed 15-30 m/min

Hoist speed 30/90 m/min

 1Hoist = 1 motor in closed loop constant power control.  On Goliath cranes it is possible to have until 3 
hoist hooks synchronized. 
2Trolley = 4 motors with the drive in open/closed loop speed control. On Goliath cranes it is possible to 
have until 2 trolley synchronized. 
3Gantry = 8-16 motors with the drive in open/closed loop speed control.

AC squirrel-cage motors with AC drives are the optimum solution for Goliath cranes. AC drives 
are available with 2 modes of speed control that provide 2 choices of speed precision: 

	 ➜ open loop vector control provides 1% speed regulation without speed feedback

	 ➜ closed loop vector control provides 0.1% speed regulation by using a machine-mounted  
  pulse generator for closed loop speed feedback

Figure 66 Goliath crane
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The main hoists are operated by three motors with three different drives and they work 
synchronized. The trolley motors installed on the crane are operated by a multi-motor 
solution, using two synchronised drives.

If either one of the drives or motors goes faulty, the operation can be still temporarily resumed in 
single mode of operation. When there is a single mode operation the hoist/trolley speed is reduced.

Gantry motors are managed by two drives (land and sea side) in master-slave mode.

The main electrical equipment is installed in the main electric cabin (e-room), while the remote 
PLC I/O is installed in remote cabinets on the gantry (sea side and land side), the machinery 
house (hoist drums), on the trolley and in the driver cabin. Another PLC remote I/O is linked 
with a central PLC controller with fibre optic fieldbus cable. Furthermore, optional features like 
anti-sway, CMS, RCMS can be implemented.

For safe operation, Goliath cranes have the following installed: 

	 ➜ brakes 
	 ➜ emergency brakes 
	 ➜ sensors to detect: 
	 	 ➜ overload 
	 	 ➜ hoist over-speed 
	 	 ➜ wind speed 
	 	 ➜ setting of storm tie-down  
	 ➜ other sensors for various mechanisms

The wind control system is composed of an anemometer in communication with a dedicated 
conversion unit which ensures the thresholds set are adhered to, preventing gantry and trolley 
movements due to strong winds. When the crane is stowed in it’s the anchoring position, it has 
to be done using a safety function.

An anti-collision sensor mounted on the gantry boogie ensures that when the crane comes in 
contact with the ship structure the gantry will be stopped.
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5 Glossary

Active Front End  
(AFE)

Active Front End is an electronic device for returning stored energy from 
the crane motors to the mains supply, such as when stopping the hoist 
mechanism when lowering

Anti-sway An electronic or mechanical device that prevents the end of the crane 
from swaying to improve the speed and performance of the operations

Boom The boom is a gantry that extends beyond the vertical structure of the 
crane such as over a ship in ship-to-shore cranes

Bulk ships A ship that is used to carry bulk materials such as carbon, cement, 
cereals, coal, cokes, salt, dry minerals and fertilizers

Bulk terminal A terminal that is used to handle bulk materials such as carbon, cement, 
cereals, coal, cokes, salt, dry minerals and fertilizers

Cable reel A cable reel is used to supply a moving crane with mains power

Cape size ships Bulk ships that are too large to pass through the Panama canal

Cargo ships A ship that is able to carry a mixed cargoes such as crates, wood and parts 
of machinery

Cellular ships A ship that is used to carry containers

CMS Crane Management System. This is a computer connected to the PLC and 
drives for monitoring purposes.

Container handling gantry 
cranes

A crane that is used to handle containerised cargo

Container Ship A ship that is used to carry containers

Differential Global 
Positioning System (DGPS)

DGPS is a GPS based automatic steering and yard management system for 
port applications.

E-room The e-room usually refers to the main electrical cabin for the crane

Gantry The gantry is the high, horizontal structure of the crane where the winch is 
usually mounted on a trolley

Gantry cranes Gantry cranes are a type of crane that consist of a high horizontal gantry 
that is supported by two vertical structures often mounted on rails. A 
winch mechanism is usually mounted on a trolley on the gantry so that the 
crane can manoeuvre cargo in three dimensions

Grab ship unloader crane The grab-type ship unloader is the traditional method to unload bulk 
cargo and these cranes are used when high quantities of coal, iron ore and 
other bulk materials are to be handled. 
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Handy size ships Small bulk ships

Hoist The hoist is the main mechanism for lifting and lowering the rope on the 
crane

Intermodal port A port that is used to transfer cargoes between transport mediums such 
as sea, rail and road.

Land side A term that is used to indicate the side of the crane that faces away from 
the sea towards land

Low profile cranes Low profile cranes have a gantry or boom that is extended and retracted 
over the ship to allow the ship to manoeuvre in and out of the dock, this 
type of crane is used where height restrictions apply, such as close to an 
airport

Luffing Luffing is the vertical motion of a luffing crane

Luffing control Luffing control is the system required to maintain a constant height as the 
jib is lifted and lowered

Luffing crane A luffing crane is a crane where the load remains at a constant height 
while the jib is lifted and lowered

Mobile Harbour Cranes 
(MHC)

A type of crane that can be moved along the harbour to where it is 
required

Panamax ship A ship that is small enough to travel through the Panama canal, with a 
maximum width of 32.2m, typically able to carry 50,000 and 79,000 t

Panamax STS crane A "Panamax" crane can fully load and unload containers from a container 
ship capable of passing through the Panama Canal (ships of 12–13 
container rows wide)

Post Panamax STS crane A "Post-Panamax" crane can fully load and unload containers from a 
container ship too large to pass through the Panama Canal (about 18 
container rows wide)

Post-Panamax ship A ship that is too large to travel through the Panama canal, typically able 
to carry 80,000 - 110,000 t

Quay cranes Cranes that are used to transfer cargo between land and ship

Rail Mounted Gantry 
cranes (RMG)

Rail mounted gantry cranes are gantry cranes that are able to traverse a 
work area on rails

Remote Crane 
Management System 
(RCMS)

A system that allows the communication of all crane data to a remote 
crane management system installed in the office port

RIS.GA. Control Techniques’ system for controlling the speed of a diesel generator 
to save fuel with RTG and MHC cranes
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Rubber Tyre Gantry cranes 
(RTG)

Rubber tyred gantry cranes are gantry cranes that are mounted on tyres 
to allow them to be operated flexibly within a yard area

Sea side A term that is used to indicate the side of the crane that faces away from 
the land towards the sea

Ship-to-Shore cranes (STS) Often shortened to STS, ship-to-shore cranes are a type of gantry crane 
that is used to transfer cargo to and from the port and the ship

Shore power Mains power that is usually supplied from the port

Slewing Slewing is when a crane rotates around an axis

Spreader A spreader is a mechanical device that is used at the end of the winch to 
lock on to containers so that they can be picked up by the crane

Storm tie-down Storm tie-down indicates a pre-set position for the various parts of the 
crane that reduce the likelihood of damage during high winds

Straddle carrier Straddle carriers are floor mounted vehicles used to straddle and lift 
containers so that they can be manoeuvred within yard areas of a port 

Super Post-Panamax ship A ship that is too large to travel through the Panama canal, typically able 
to carry more than 150,000 t

Super Post-Panamax STS 
crane

The largest modern container cranes are classified as "Super-Post 
Panamax" (for vessels of about 22 or more container rows wide). A 
modern container crane capable of lifting two 20ft containers at once will 
generally have a rated lifting capacity of 65 t from under the spreader. 
Some new cranes have now been built with 120 t load capacity enabling 
them to lift up to four 20ft or two 40ft long containers

Transhipment hubs A large port that is used to receive large ships with the purpose of 
consolidating and redistributing their cargo to multiple ports

Trolley The trolley is the mechanism that travels along the boom of a crane and 
contains the hoist machinery and often the operator cabin

Twistlocks A mechanical mechanism that is used on spreaders that ensures the 
containers are securely fixed prior to lifting

Yard cranes Cranes that are used within a port to move cargo
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UNITED KINGDOM
Telford Drive Centre
T: +44 1952 213700
controltechniques.uk@emerson.com

USA
California Drive Centre
T: +1 562 943 0300
controltechniques.us@emerson.com

Charlotte Application Centre
T: +1 704 393 3366
controltechniques.us@emerson.com

Chicago Application Centre
T: +1 630 752 9090 
controltechniques.us@emerson.com

Cleveland Drive Centre
T: +1 440 717 0123
controltechniques.us@emerson.com

Florida Drive Centre
T: +1 239 693 7200
controltechniques.us@emerson.com

Latin America Sales Office
T: +1 305 818 8897
controltechniques.us@emerson.com

Minneapolis US Headquarters
T: +1 952 995 8000
controltechniques.us@emerson.com

Oregon Drive Centre
T: +1 503 266 2094
controltechniques.us@emerson.com

Providence Drive Centre
T: +1 401 541 7277
controltechniques.us@emerson.com

Utah Drive Centre
T: +1 801 566 5521
controltechniques.us@emerson.com

Control Techniques Distributors
ARGENTINA
Euro Techniques SA
T: +54 11 4331 7820
eurotech@eurotechsa.com.ar

BAHRAIN
Emerson FZE
T: +971 4 8118100
ct.bahrain@emerson.com

BULGARIA
BLS - Automation Ltd
T: +359 32 968 007
info@blsautomation.com

CENTRAL AMERICA
Mercado Industrial Inc.
T: +1 305 854 9515
rsaybe@mercadoindustrialinc.com

CHILE
Ingeniería Y Desarrollo 
Tecnológico S.A
T: +56 2741 9624
idt@idt.cl

COLOMBIA
Sistronic LTDA
T: +57 2 555 60 00
sistronic@telesat.com.co

CROATIA
Zigg-Pro d.o.o 
T: +385 1 3463 000
zigg-pro@zg.htnet.hr

CYPRUS
Acme Industrial Electronic 
Services Ltd
T: +3572 5 332181
acme@cytanet.com.cy

EGYPT
Samiram
T: +202 29703868/+202 29703869
samiramz@samiram.com

FINLAND
SKS Control
T: +358 207 6461
control@sks.fi

HUNGARY
Control-VH Kft
T: +361 431 1160
info@controlvh.hu

ICELAND
Samey ehf
T: +354 510 5200
samey@samey.is

INDONESIA
Pt Apikon Indonesia
T: +65 6468 8979
info.my@controltechniques.com
Pt Yua Esa Sempurna Sejahtera
T: +65 6468 8979
info.my@controltechniques.com

ISRAEL
Dor Drives Systems Ltd
T: +972 3900 7595
info@dor1.co.il

KENYA
Kassam & Bros Co. Ltd
T: +254 2 556 418
kassambros@africaonline.co.ke

KUwAIT
Emerson FZE
T: +971 4 8118100
ct.kuwait@emerson.com

LATVIA
EMT
T: +371 760 2026
janis@emt.lv

LEBANON
Black Box Automation & Control
T: +961 1 443773
info@blackboxcontrol.com

LITHUANIA
Elinta UAB
T: +370 37 351 987
sigitas@elinta.lt

MALTA
Mekanika Limited
T: +35621 442 039
mfrancica@gasan.com

MEXICO
MELCSA
T: +52 55 5561 1312
melcsamx@iserve.net.mx
SERVITECK, S.A de C.V
T: +52 55 5398 9591
servitek@data.net.mx

MOROCCO
Cietec
T: +212 22 354948
cietec@cietec.ma

NEw zEALAND
Advanced Motor Control. Ph.
T: +64 (0) 274 363 067
info.au@controltechniques.com

PHILIPPINES
Control Techniques 
Singapore Ltd
T: +65 6468 8979
info.my@controltechniques.com

POLAND
APATOR CONTROL Sp. z o.o
T: +48 56 6191 207
drives@apator.torun.pl

PORTUGAL
Harker Sumner S.A
T: +351 22 947 8090
drives.automation@harker.pt

PUERTO RICO
Powermotion
T: +1 787 843 3648
dennis@powermotionpr.com

ROMANIA
C.I.T. Automatizari
T: +40212550543
office@citautomatizari.ro

QATAR
Emerson FZE
T: +971 4 8118100
ct.qatar@emerson.com

SAUDI ARABIA
A. Abunayyan Electric Corp.
T: +9661 477 9111
aec-salesmarketing@
abunayyangroup.com

SERBIA & MONTENEGRO
Master Inzenjering d.o.o 
T: +381 24 551 605
master@eunet.yu

SLOVENIA
PS Logatec
T: +386 1 750 8510
ps-log@ps-log.si

TUNISIA
SIA Ben Djemaa & CIE
T: +216 1 332 923
bendjemaa@planet.tn

URUGUAY
SECOIN S.A. 
T: +5982 2093815
secoin@secoin.com.uy

VENEzUELA
Digimex Sistemas C.A.
T: +58 243 551 1634

VIETNAM
N.Duc Thinh
T: +84 8 9490633
infotech@nducthinh.com.vn




